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In the present article we want to prove the f~~~~~~~~~ 
.~XN THEOREM, Let (0, m> be a local ring. Then there is a ~e~~e~ce oJf 
residually gebraic quadratic ransformations 
such that 
(i> e = @CO,; 
(ii) dim c?(j) = din-l @j+ ‘) for all j; 
(iii> Wtr) is a Macaulay ring; 
(iv) the property of l+) being caulay ix preserve 
adratic transformations. 
ons see Section 2). This result (except for (iv)) is rat 
rodmann [2] who blows up suitably chosen 
course, itis only a local one, more global results 
ut perhaps it is interesting that5ur approach to the 
mt from that of the above authors. 
prosf is based QII the fact that a residually a~~~~r~~~ nad~~t~~ 
tr~sformatiQn does not increase the Hilbert f~~~~~~~. 
ction 2 we prove, using an old result of 
fsr the Hilbert function (see (2.2> 
f of the Main Theorem (4.3)) to tr 
dratic transformations, nto a local rin 
such that. further decrease ofthe Hilbert 
mations is impossible. TheWilbert function fsuch a hocal ring is stable 
under quadratic transformation. 
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Thus Section 3 is devoted tothe study of quadratic ransformations hat 
leave Hilbert functions invariant. As a main result we find that he 
denominators f such a transformation are absolutely superficial elements 
(see (3.10)). This is used in Section 4 to prove that local rings with minimal 
Hilbert functions areMacaulay rings (see (4.2)). Nowthe proof of the Main 
Theorem is a simple application of what is already known. 
Our methods in Section 3 and 4 are those of Singh [6]. Lemma (3.7), 
which comes from Singh, isfrequently used in all ater p oofs. Detailed use 
of a proof of [6] is made in the proof of (3.10). 
2. A STABILITY THEOREM FOR THE HILBERT FUNCTION 
The stability theorem follows from an assertion of Macaulay [4]. To state 
the latter, we will first ate some definitions and conventions. 
The set of natural numbers is denoted by N, the set of non-negative 
integers by Z+. 
Let k be a field, R = k[x, ..., xn]a polynomial ring, and I a homogeneous 
ideal of R. Then the Hilbert function of Iis denoted byH(t, I). 
We define a function Q, : Z+ --t Z+, related to afixed natural number n. 
Any element a EN can be written uniquely in the form 
with ai E Z+ for all i, a, > a2 > .. > a,. Q, is defined by
Qn(u)=(;':)+(",+"21) +-.+( ur+;-;+l) 
and Q,,(O) = 0. 
Let R = k[xl,..., xn] be a polynomial ring over k and H: Z ’ -+ Z+ a 
function with H(t) < (“T”;’ ) for all t. Then we use 
to denote the graded k-submodule of R such that he direct summand 
M,(H), is generated over kby the lexicographically first 
monomials xi1 ...x.ofdegreet=t,+...+t,. 
Now we can give Macaulay’s theorem. 
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As mentioned above this theorem is in [ odifie 
Bangerage. 
) be a local ring. We recall the de~~~tio~ of the Iscal 
its um transforms: 




Given numerical functions H,,H,, we use > to enote totali order 
~n~~nai~ty~ thatis, H, > r-t, means H,(t) >, IT,(&) for all t. 
For any ideal I of a noetheria~ ring the rn~n~rna~ ~urnb~r ofgenerators for 
f is denoted byp(l). 
for all 1. Fix any field k and define ii= kfx, 9eS”, x,]. Then, agate 
follows that M, = M,(H,) must be a hornog~~~Q~~ ideal with 
for all L. Since R is noetherian, there exists anelement 
maximal with respect to inclusion. F r the ~~~r~~pond~ 
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This will complete he proof. By (1) the inequality H, >Hi implies 
M, c Mi. Since Ma is maximal, weget M, = M,. Thus 
H,(t) = H(t, M,) = H(t, MJ = H,(t) 
for all t. 
We add three lemmas, which will be useful inthe next section. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let 4 + d be a flat local homomorphism of local rings 
and I an ideal of b. Then ,u(I) =p(Ifl). 
Proof. Suppose m to be the maximal ideal of4 and tTt to be the maximal 
ideal of3. Then 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let d--t 3 be a flat local homomorphism of local rings 
(@, m), (3, rft) such that fi = mb + x3 for some x E 6. Then I$’ < H$‘. 
ProoJ For n E N consider the composition 
-n a m- fi”ilLrn -nt1 /m T 
n+l@ (2) 
where cr is defined byfh xf and /? is the natural homomorphism. The
assumption on tit implies tiintl = mn+ ‘8 + xtii”. Hence (2) is surjective. 
Therefore, the induced homomorphism 
is surjective, oo. We get 
La(llt”/m”B) > L&rft”+I/tTtmV), 
L~(m”~/tfim’@) < Lg(fi”/fintl) = H;‘(n). 
The length onthe left can be calculated by (2.3): 
LB(m’@/tftm@) = p(m”b) =,u(m”) = H$‘(n). Q.E.D. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let (0, m) be a local ring and f E m. Then I@’ < H$/,@. 
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF 
e will use the following terminology. 
EFINITION (blowing-up), A b~owi~g-~~ of a local ring @ is a 
local @homomorphism 
ere Iis an ideal of b, t an element ofI, and IV a p 
(SC?‘,). The ideal I is said to be a center ofthe 
denominator. In the following we shall always assume 
s~rn~~ta~eously in the same expression (3). The b~owi~~-~ 
quadratic ransformation, if Iis the maximal ideal of Fy. 
(3.2) Remark. Our notion fblowing-up 
(cf. Bennett [I, 0, (3.I)j): it isonly the local 
the usual sense. We have omitted the term “
of d~~~it~Q~ only we use throughout this 
(3.3) BEFINIT10~ (strict transform). Lel9 be 6&n IQ% 1 of the local ring 
8. Given a blowing-up d + 8’ with center I ~e~am~~ator , the strici 
transform f J with respect to d + 0’ is defy to be $ = A9; f-7 8’. me 
bowing-up issaid to be along J, if J’ # 0’. Hn 
@/J + P/J’ making the following diagram commutative: 
The homomorphisms of the vertical arrows are supprsse ts be the ~a~~~~~ 
ones. In this ituation, t is easy to check that m(I) is a center and a(t) a
denombnator of b/J -+ P/J’. 
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Conversely, given a blowing-up P/J-+ b”, there xists a blowing-up 
d -+ ~9’ along J and an isomorphism P -+ 8,JJ’ such that P/J-+ 4” -+ P/J 
can be imbedded inthe corresponding a ram (4). 
(3.4) DEFINITION (permissible center). The center f of a blowing-up 
d --f 4’ is called permissible f the following aresatisfied. 
(i) @/I is regular. 
(ii) grI(@) isflat over @/I. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. A local homomorphism d--t 0’ is said to be 
residually a gebraic (residually rational) if the induced homomorphism 
k-t k’ of the residue class fields is an algebraic extension (a isomorphism). 
Any residually algebraic blowing~up @ -+ d’ having ~rmissible center 
satisfies I@’ > H$‘? (see Singh [6, Main Theorem]). Quadratic transfor- 
mations always are permissible. 
Given any residually rational quadratic transformation d 40”’ with 
denominator , there exist elements m,,..., m, Ed such that 
(9 4 m, ,..., m, generate the maximal ideal of 8, 
(ii) t, m, It,..., m,/tgenerate the maximal ideal of 0’. 
(3.6) DEFINITION (absolutely superficial element). Let (P, m) be a local 
ring. Anelement fE4 is said to be absolutely superficial (for short, a.s.), if 
m n+l :f = mn for all nE N. This is equivalent to H$/fF = II’,o’ (cf. proof of 
(2.5)). A sequence ofelements f r ,..., fk E 4 is said to be a.s. if the image of 
& in @/(fi ,..., &;_r) is as. for j= l,..,, k. For a sequence fi ,..., fk E @’ to be 
a.s., it is necessary ndsuffkient that H$jcf,,...,.k, = Hjj’. Anya.s. sequence is 
a regular one. 
(3.7) LEMMA (Singh 161). Let (P9 m), (R’, m’) be local rings and 
<: 8 -+ d’ a residually algebraic blowing-up with permissible center I and 
denominator . Then there is a co~utative diagram ofJocal rings and local 
homomorphisms 
such that 
(i) f is a r~~iduai~y rational blowing-up with ~~rrn~ssibl~ center 18
and denominator , 
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(ii) a is ~~~s~-~ta~; i.e., itispat ante ptt8 ~~~~~~~~ in 8’, 
(iii) CCisflat and N$? < Us?, 
ProoJ d’/m’ is a finitely gc~erated a~g~bra~~ ~~t~~s~~~ of fY/m. 
Therefore d = [P/m’ :@,/ml < co. If d = 1, there is ~ot~~~g to prove 
Suppose d > % n Then there exists anelement E E@‘/t-n’ that is not contained 
in @/tn. Let f be an irreducible po ynomial of Zover Y/ . For any lift c in 
8’ of F and any fift  in d IT] of 3 we get, by sett~~g 
the following commutative diagram 
with c induced by <. The homomorphisms ofthe vertica% arrows are 
supposed tobe the natural ones. 
First, all homomorphisms are local. This is obvious for I?, 6’. The 
~~c~~si~~§ 
imply that r is local, too. Note that the secon i~c~~s~~~ foUows 
fro~f(c) E m’. 
y construction he set of coefkients of S ~o~t~~~~ a unit. erefore, a 
and 6 are flat homomorphisms. The maximal ideal of9 is ge~c~at~d by m’ 
and one further element. Thus by (2.4), ~at~,~ss of 3 ~~~~~es 
On the other hand 
The ideal rnfl is maximal; i.e., the homomorphism E is ~~a§i-stal. Thus we 
know that he diagram (5) satisfies ( i)and (iii), Further 
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By induction on d it is sufficient to show that f is a blowing-up with 
permissible center i@and denominator . 
Note that 
@‘[ T](m,n/(f) = 3 o/e b’ = d @p @[r/t], = iql&. 
8, is a ring of quotients of 8[1//T] with respect to aprime ideal; i.e., 6-+ 61 
is a blowing-up with center 13and denominator . 
Finally, since d is quasi-etal, we have 
Permissibility of I implies that @/I is regular. Hence g/18 is regular, too. 
On the other hand gr,(@‘) is flat over @/I. By change of grJd8) is flat over 
g/I$. Thus I8 is permissible center. Q.E.D. 
(3.8) Remark, Lemma (2.4) turned out to be useful for the proof of (6). 
The verification of (6)under the weaker conditions of (2.4) issubstantially 
easier than that of Singh (cf. [6, (4.5)]). In addition, applying Lemma (2.4) 
in the proof of (3.7), weare saved from decomposing @/m-+ b’/m’ into 
separable andpurely inseparable ext nsions. 
(3.9) LEMMA. Let (8, m), (P, ml) be local rings, I an ideal of 8 and 
b+ F”’ a residuals algebraic quadratic ransformation alongIsuch that 
Ef$?, = @g?. If I is generated by an as. element, then the strict transform I’ 
of I with respect to @ + b’ is generated by an a.s. element, too. 
Proof. 1. Suppose d + b’ to be residually rational. Then there xist 
elements t, m, ,..., mk Ed such that 
m = (t, m, ,..., m&O’, m’ = (t, ml/t,..., mJt)8’ 
and b’ = @[ml/t,..., m,/t], for some NE Spec @[m,/t,..., m,/t]. Let 
I = (s)9. Then we have m”+ i : s = m” for all 12 E N. We claim I’ = (s/t) 4’. 
Indeed, iff E 1’ = 1Q: n b’, then f= as/n, t’with aE d and appropriate 
n, G N. Since f E b’, there is a homogeneous polynomi~ p with coe~cients 
in 4 such that 
nz as/t’ = p(t/t, m, it,..,, m,/t), (7) 
where n, @ N. Equation (7) is valid in~9,. In order to lift i o an equation in 
8, multiply by powers of t: 
tj-%,as = tjp(tlt, m /t,.., m,/t). 
Thus (6’n,) as E mj for large j,where (tj-in,) is a lift in@’ of tj-‘n, E b,. 
It follows 
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ence I’ i; (s/t) 0’. Since 2 is trivial, we have F = (s/1) 8”, Lemma (2.5) 
plies I@? < fq,, . We note that b/I+ @/I’ is a ~~~wi~g-~~ with a 
~ermiss~~~e center. Therefore 
f@ 1 ff(,“) 
/I Al 
N$ > If(‘) _ EJl,’ > 
= Hgl,) that is, I’ is generated by an a.s. enxt. 
uppose now b-+ 0’ residually alg c. ~Q~sideK the 
cQmm~tat~ve diagram of (3.7). 
Notation : 
I’ = strict transform f I with respect to <; 
I= I@; 
I”I = strict transform f I”with respect to (I 
uasi-eta1 homomorphisms mapa.s. elements into a.s. e~e~ent$. Hence the 
generator of I is a.s. Further wehave 
5,. 8 -+ 8’ is residually rational. 
part of the proof to r and T we must know that 7 f 8, To ~a~c~~ate 7, 
consider the commutative diagram 
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where tis a denominator of 4. We have 
By definition 1’ = 10; n b’, hence I’ :t = 1’. Flatness of19” --f 8’ implies 
I’@ : t = I’@; i.e., I’&;l@ = I/8’. Thus we have 
Now I’ is a proper ideal of @‘, consequently P # 8’. By the first part of the 
proof P is generated byan a.s. element, hence principal. Since b’ - 8’ is 
flat, 1’is principal by (2.3). Lemma (2.5) implies H$? < H#,,,. Observing 
that 
I 
we get H’,o? = H,$?,p. 
(3.10) LEMMA. Let @ --) 4’ be a residually gebraic transformation with 
denominator . IfH$?’ = H$‘?, then tis absolutely superficial. 
ProoJ 1. Suppose 8+ b’ to be residually rational. Forarbitrary 
residually rational quadratic transformations (@, m)--f (a’, m’) with 
denominator  wehave 
(i) Hjc”’ > H$l)ltp, > H$? (cf. Singh [6, Sect. 3,Lemmata 2and 3]), 
(ii) the homomorphism p:m”/m”+’ --t @r/m’nt ’ +tb’ induced by 
m”-t b’ with jk f/t” is surjective (cf.Singh [6, Sect. 3,“Claim” of the 
proof of Lemma 21). 
As H$‘) =HP? by assumption, we have qualities in (i). Consequently, he 
homomorphism of (ii) sinjective. 
Again by the special nature of quadratic transformations hat are 
residually rational there exist elements m, ,..., mk Ed such that 
m = (t, m, ,..., m,)b, m’ = (t, m,/t ,..., mk/t) 8’. 
Let (m) denote he ideal in@ generated by m,,..., mk and (m/t) the ideal in
b’ generated by ml/t,..., m,/t. We claim 
((m)“+‘: t)nm”cm”+‘. (8) 
Indeed, iftfe (m)“+‘, then f/t” = g/t”+’ E (m/t)“+’ G mrnt’. The image of 
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f in t?P/m” f 1 istransformed by IJI into zero. ence it must be zero itselfi i.e5 
fE m”“. 
Now it is easy to show that  is as. Suppose flE tnr 
element g E m’ such hat t(f - g) E (m)r+ I; i.e., f- g E 
(8) successively for n= 0, l,..., Y, we get 
f-gEntO~f-gEm’~... af-gE 
Therefore fE m’. Thus t must be a.s. 
2. General case. Consider the diagram of (3.7) 
@A@’ 
we have 
hence ) = H$?. Since fis residually rational, t isa.s. in d 
the proof. Observing that a is quasi-eta& we get 
‘ytP. Therefore t is a.s. in 0. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEQREM 
(4.1) DEFINITION (minimality with respect to
ring d is said to be H-minimal if for any res 
transformation d -+ 0’ such that dim B = dim 8’ 
(4.2.) ROPOSITION. Let (8, m) be an H-mini al ImaE ring. Thesz there 
is an absolutely superficial sequence t,..., t, E d of ~@~gt~ d =
rso$ If d = 0, there is nothing to prove. S~~pQse $> 
element of the sequence t, ..., t, will be the dc~orn~~at 
algebraic quadratic transformation d -+b’ with dim d 
to show that such a transformation exists. To do so, take any 
such that 
dim 8, + dim 0/P = dim d an im@/P= 1. 
here is a residually a gebraic quadratic transformative r: ~9-+ 0’ alon 
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Let P’ be the strict transform f P with respect to 4 -+ b’. Since P does not 
contain the center, we have 8, g @$,, hence dim b, = dim a;, .On the 
other hand dim 8’ > dim @;, + dim @‘l/P’ > dim b, + dim O/P = dim 8. 
The inequality of he reversed direction is bvious, since residually gebraic 
quadratic ransformation does ot increase th Hilbert function. Thus the 
transformation l has the desired property dim d = dim b’. 
Let t, be a denominator of <. As d is H-minimal, we have H$’ = H$?. By 
(3.10) t,is a.s. Now consider the local ring @/I with I= t,@. We have 
dim @/I= d - 1. By induction on d the proof will be completed, if wecan 
show that e/1 is H-minimal. 
Let B + 0’ be an arbitrary residually algebraic quadratic ransformation 
along I such that dim @/I= dim @‘/I’. We have dim 8 - 1 = dim @/I = 
dim @‘/I’ < dim b’. The last inequality is valid, since I’= 18; f7 b’ contains 
the regular element t,. In fact, is regular inb. As 0’ is the subring ofa 
quotient ring of 8, t, is regular in 0’. 
We have proved dim 4 < dim 8’, hence dim 4 = dim 0”. Since d is H- 
minimal we have H$’ = H$?. By (3.9) I’is generated by an a.s. element, 
hence h$!;I = f@ =eH$) = I$l’ 
H-minimal. ’ 
8,,1,, so that H$jl = H&,,. Thus @/I is 
Q.E.D. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let (0, m) be a local Macaulay ring. Then for any 
residually algebraic quadratic transformation b+ 0’ we have 
dim d = dim b’. 
Proof. We have 8’ = @[m/t], with tE m and NE Spec 0[m/t]. Take a 
minimal prime ideal p of 6= @[m/t] such that htN/F= dim b’. Then 
--. 
P = Pf7 a is a prime ideal of d and @/P is a finitely generated integral 
domain over e/P. 
Now 4 is a Macaulay ring; i.e., O/P is universally catenarian. We have 
-- 
dim 0” = ht(N/p) = ht(m/P) + tr. deg.@,/, b/P 
-- 
(see Matsumura [5, (14.C)]). Here tr. deg. e,lp e/P means the transcendental -- 
degree ofthe quotient field ofe/P over that of b/P. 
Since t is not a zero divisor in 8, it cannot be in E Therefore 
-- 
Note that a,(=@,) is a quotient ring of W. It follows (@/P)t = (@/P)l, SO-- 
that @/P and 8/P have the same quotient fields. Therefore dim 8’ = 
ht(N/F) = ht(m/P) = ht m - ht P = dim 0. Q.E.D. 
(4.4) Proof of the Main Theorem. Let {(fli, m )}i.l be the family ofall 

